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The following pertains to lead control number SF157.
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On September 11, 2001, LAUREN GRANDCOLAS (LAUREN)
was originally scheduled to fly on a
...,.U~n~~~tl:"'e~a""""'l:"A....
~~r..,.l.....~~n~e~s~f~l'1""'·'!""~ ~g~h~t---,.l~e~a~v~~~n~g New ark, New J er se y at 9: 20 a. m.
Eastern Standard Time to San Francisco, California.
Icalled him at his residence on two occasions during the
morning of September 11,2001, and left messages on the answering
machine, which were stored digitally.
Idid not take the calls
personally because he was asleep at his residence. I
Ihe
would play the messages for the Agents; however, the messages w~re.so
personal in their substance that he was extremely concerned about,his
own I
:J privacy and did not wa'nt the recordings to be"",
made public.
I played the two conversat~ons.
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The first message was left at approximately 4:30 a.m.,
Pacific Standard Time prior to boarding United Airline (UA) Flight
93. LAUREN'S message was that she arrived at the airport earlier
than expected and was able to'get on UA Flight 93, enabling her to
return to San Francisco early.
The second message was left on the answering machine at
approximately 6:00 a.m., Pacific Standard Time. I
I
LAUREN owned a cellular telephone but he was not sure which cellular
telephone she was using. LAUREN'S message indicated that there were
problems on the flight (Flight 93) but she reassured him that
everything was alright. Her voice was very calm and there were no
audible background noises. .LAUREN told I
Inumerous times in the
message that she loved him. LAUREN also tOld
to advise her
family that she loved them. LAUREN then told
goodbye and the
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call ended.
In LAUREN'S second message, there was no mention of a
hijacking, any descriptive informatiori about the hijackers or weapons
used.

I

I

he wanted to help the investigation but at
this time he did not want the FBI to record the digital messages
bec_ause he wanted to talk to LAUREN'S relatives concerning privacy
issues. I
Ihe would record the messages to preserve
them if and when he decided to turn them over to the authorities.
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